


Once upon a space-time…

…. An extra-terrestrial race known as the Storytellers travel to the
solar system as one of its planets qualified as an exoplanet, one that
could in a distant future host the most beautiful phenomena to
happen in the cosmos: Life!

As the Storytellers reach the selected celestial body, they felt its
wonderful potential and decided to station their round spacecraft in
orbit around what will be named thousands of years later “Earth”.

After a few millennia, the Storytellers are fascinated by the
astonishing biological variety of minerals, plants and animals
developing under their supervision.

Soon, they realize the uniqueness of planet Earth as it surpasses
their expectation with the coming of a sentient creative and
genuine being universally known as “human”.

From there on, they decide as always one a planet reached such a
maturity and balance to stop interfering with its development and
establish an exchange with its inhabitants upon their request only.

Until such close-encounter happens, the Storytellers keep their
spacecraft in orbit around the Earth as a place to welcome other
benevolent extra-terrestrials civilizations to learn about the young
growing celestial jewel civilization Earthlings are now developing.

Enjoying a much deserved rest, the Storytellers turn their spacecraft
into one entertaining venue featuring amazing 3D presentations of
Earth natural wonders and of stellar and galactic events too.

Referring to the name given to their spacecraft by Earthlings, the
Storytellers brand their venue: “Hollow Moon Planetarium”.

From all over the galaxy and beyond, ever curious beings fly to
enjoy Earth and universal diversity at the Hollow Moon Planetarium.





With a capacitiy of 110 seats, the FullDome 14 offers the Hollow
Moon Planetarium operators a flexibility in managing their visitors’
flow.

Depending on the level of reservation expected upon various days
and hours of the week, the operator can plan programs of various
length to address a specific audience be it from the neighbouring
school or university or from the natural flow weekends or holiday
seasons bring.

The latest state of the art equipment combined with the wide
range of themes in the Hollow Moon Planetary offer guests from
downtown or from the next stellar system… an experience the
Storytellers could only dream of. They beam and so do we!




